
WHISKER ORGAN [2011]

Whisker Organ is an interactive sound instrument linking 
the voices of a 30-person chorus with 48 black cat whiskers. 
Through touch, visitors to the piece activate the sound of 
massed voices singing, creating spontaneous, infinitely-
variable musical compositions. Whisker Organ is built on a 
system of highly sensitive piezoelectric sensors connected 
to a series of microprocessors, which in turn control sound 
output to an external speaker system. The sonic experience 
is oversized, unexpected, and richly human. The tactile 
experience is mysterious, perhaps evoking a frisson of dis-
comfort, but also inescapably compelling. Whisker Organ 
both requires and enables the leap of imagination neces-
sary to  make sense of the joining of two organic but other-
wise unconnected references.

I am interested in exploring the potential for interctive 
“instruments” that overlay normal physical space with a 
layer of sensitive technology accessible through touch and 
movement. A user does not need any special skill to play 
the Whisker Organ, but repeated interaction and practice 
are rewarded by a richer, more coherent sound, as the in-
terface becomes familiar. By creating works modeled on 
musical instruments and the behaviors of play, I want to set 
up situations that push participants to reflect on the mean-
ing of what they create by becoming more aware of the 
process of creation. 

Whisker Organ was created in collaboration with the Oriana 
Consort (Walter Chapin, Conductor) who performed the notes 
for the instrument’s database in March 2011. The composition 
that forms the basis of Whisker Organ’s sound output was cre-
ated by Chapin in the spring of 2011 specifically for the piece.  
We worked together to create an instrument that would be 
the only vessel capable of playing the music he composed, 
music that was structured by his authorial choice, but eventu-
ally endlessly variable based on users’ playing.

DIMENSIONS: 36” x 30” x 15”

PROJECT VIDEO:
http://www.vimeo.com/23922120
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Out to power

Removable top is separate element

3 cardboard matrices hold 48 piezo sensors

3 Arduino microprocessors

USB hub

Laptop runs Max MSP 
and Arduino programs

Amplifier out to 
external speakers

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION: http://virtualunrealityproject.com/studio/?category_name=whisker-organ
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